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Month Unit/Chapter/Topic Learning Objective Pedagogy Tools Used/
E- Content

Learning Outcomes
Skills Learnt by Students

April
unit1   Plants and animals students will be able to know about unique plants , flightless 

birds, underground animals 
Smart board and black board 
,chalk

students can know about unique plants, flightless birds 

Unit 2  Scence and technology students will be able to know about inventions and scientific 
instruments of computer world

Audio visual method students can be able to know about inventions and scientific 
instruments of computer world

MAY

 unit 3 language and literature students will be able to know about famous characters, Group 
names , Palindromes and Anagrams

smart board, black board , chalk students can know about famous characters group names and 
palindromes and anagrams

Unit 4  National corner student will beable to know about president of india'famous  
Indians and delhi at glance

GROUP Discussion students can know about President of India famous Indians and 
about the capital of India

July 

Unit 5 our world students will be able to know about the excellent 
structures, and about the  countries of the world

Explanation method students can know about the excellent structures, and about 
the  countries of the world

 unit 6 sports and entertainment student will be able to know about this sports stars track 
field events legend from sports.

Explanation method student can know know about this sports stars track field 
events legend from sports.

August 

 unit 7  life skills and environment students will be   able to know about the environment and 
telephone etiquettes

Explanation method students can  know about the environment and telephone 
etiquettes

Unit 8  Mixed Bag students will be able to know about environment 
amusement parks companies and products international 
airlines

Explanation method students can know will be able to know about environment 
amusement parks companies and products international 
airlines

October 

unit 1   Plants and animals students will be able to learn about useful plants feeding 
habits and amazing animals

Explanation method students can know  learn about useful plants feeding habits 
and amazing animals

unit 2   science and technology students will be able to learn about peeping into space , 
specilaist doctors, material around us

Explanation method students can know about peeping into space , specilaist 
doctors, material around us

November 

unit 3   language and literature students will be able to know about Famous writers ,Books 
and their authors, Popular quotations ,Languages of India

Explanation method students can know  about Famous writers ,Books and their 
authors, Popular quotations ,Languages of India

unit 4  National corner students will be able to know about the national corner folk 
dances of India campus of India and the map of India

Explanation method students can know  about the national corner folk dances of 
India campus of India and the map of India

December 

unit 5    our world Students will be able to know about the continents in the 
world, famous cities in the world and people in the news

Explanation method Students can know about the continents in the world, famous 
cities in the world and people in the news

     Unit 6   sports and 
entertainment

students will be able to know about martial art of India 
sports terms Hollywood Bollywood fun with cartoons

Explanation method students can know  about martial art of India sports terms 
Hollywood Bollywood fun with cartoons

January      Unit 7   Life Skills and 
environment

students will be able to know about the waste table 
manners do what is right

Explanation method students can know  about the waste table manners do what is 
right

   Unit 8  Mixed Bag students will be able to learn   Let's Go Shopping Explanation method students can know  Let's Go Shopping 
February REVISION
March FINAL TERM


